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Re: Geology along Little White River Road - Endikai Lake Area

A traverse along this road was mapped in Autumn 1972, 

during core recovery expeditions.

The geology along the road is structurally complex and 

has been mapped on several occasions by university groups.

The attached air photo overlays record observations and 

interpretations.

The Flack Lake Fault, mapped i'* the area to the east by 

Robertson passes through the area. Rocks south of it have been 

crumpled in an open drag fold, with an overturned north limb. 

This fold, with an east-west axial trace along the valley can be 

clearly seen by observing dips in the Miss^ssagi Formation beds 

from any vantage point when there is no foliage.

Comparison of outcrops and the section encountered in 

drilling between Keeler and Packey Lakes has been done by the 

writer. In the drill holes, there is a distinctive medium-grained 

and meu-lum bedded grey mottled quartzite unit found above the 

Espanola Formation and below any clearly identifiable Gowganda 

Formation units. The writer correlates it with the Serpent 

Formation, although it is coarser than the classical Serpent 

Formation quartzites, as might be expected in this northerly location. 

A similar quartzite outcrops on the road near the bridge, and is 

here mapped as Serpent Formation.

At the west end of the traverse, the Gowganda Formation 

9wr-Lie^Espanola Limestone, with apparent unconformity, indicating
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Pre-Gowganda erosion of the Serpent, or possibly non-deposition.

In the area north of Highway 546, more detailed geology 

by Parson (ODM files) is available. See also reports by Emmons 

(G. S. C. 1927).

R. J. Rupert, 
Feb. 13/74 Resident Geologist.
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